
The RTA wants to build a four lane road to take traffic 
from an expanded M5, through the back of Tempe and 
into Alexandria, at the corner of Euston and Campbell 
Rds.  They are calling this extension ‘The Southern 
Sydney Connection’.

The RTA has said at peak times 1,800 vehicles will 
use the new road.  This means there will be  between 
12,000 and 18,000 vehicle movements a day directly 
onto Euston Rd. 

The Euston road/Mitchell road area is residential. It is 
completely unreasonable for the State Government and 
RTA to inundate this area with traffic. 

Residents in Tempe are opposing this road in their back 
yard. But their success may not stop the RTA sending a 
different road into Alexandria. 

The Greens are opposed to any road that brings traffic 
from the M5 into Alexandria, St Peters and South 
Newtown.  The Greens would prefer the billions be 
invested in public transport and moving freight on rail. 

The RTA’s $4.5 billion M5 Duplication project 
canvasses five options and only one, the current 
favoured option, has an arterial road dumping traffic in 
Alexandria. If this arterial road goes ahead it will make 
the M4 extension to the airport and Port Botany, inevitable.

Submissions - have your say
Call on the RTA and State Government to remove the ‘Southern Sydney Connection’  from the M5 
Duplication project and prioritise public transport as the way forward for Sydney

Have your say by making a submission. No submission is too long or too short.  It is important to let the 

Stop the RTA dumping  
the M5 on your doorstep
Up to 1,800 vehicles per hour dumped on Campbell and Euston Roads

A vehicle every 2 seconds?

Have your say

•

•

•

For more info:   www.marrickville.nsw.greens.org.au

RTA and state government know that local residents do not want this new road 
and the traffic congestion and pollution it will bring.

Submissions can be sent by email m5expansion@rta.nsw.gov.au  or M5 
Corridor Expansion, PO Box 609, Pyrmont NSW 2009

To get involved in the campaign to stop the RTA and State Government 
from dumping thousands of vehicles in the Alexandria, St Peters and South 
Newtown, contact James Diack at james@nsw.greens.org.au  



1,800 vehicles per hour 
dumped here

RTA’s M5 expansion plans include the ‘Southern Sydney Connection’ through Tempe and exiting 
at Campbell and Euston Roads.  The road is planned to be two lanes in each direction, with 
approximately 1,800 vehicles per hour could exit the ‘Southern Sydney Connection, at peak times.  
That’s a vehicle every two seconds, causing traffic congestion, pollution and lower property prices.

1,800 vehicles per hour 
dumped on your door step

Connection to expanded M5

 M5


For more info:   www.marrickville.nsw.greens.org.au


